College and Career Readiness Reading Series

Your solution for summer school, after school, credit recovery, bridge courses, SAT/ACT prep or to supplement any Language Arts program.

• Accelerated remediation for high school students
• For grades 4–12 proficiency levels
• Targeted skill instruction
• Mastery-based exercises and assessment

Available as a stand-alone resource, or to accompany any Pearson Reading Series program, MyReadingLab provides a diagnostic and personalized learning path where every student can become a successful, independent reader. For free preview access, see back page or visit PearsonSchool.com/myenglishlabs
Vocabulary acquisition is fundamental to successful reading. Choose one title for targeted remediation, or all three to scaffold instruction from sixth grade through college readiness.

- Answers need to create a “staircase” of complexity
- Thematic readings on a variety of text types and purposes
- Cross-curricular instruction and application
- Predicting, interactive exercises, extension activities, self-tests
- Test bank provides formative and summative assessment
- 25 Chapters = one per week (4–5 pages per chapter)
Focus On

Vocabulary
Main Ideas
Supporting Details
Outlines and Concept Maps
Transitions and Thought Patterns
Tone and Purpose
Facts and Opinion
Inferences
Argument
Advanced Argument

Discrete skill remediation for targeted, mastery-based reading support. Use one title for specific grade-level instruction, or all three to meet the needs of a progressive reading skills course.

- Blend individual reading skills into a reading process (SQ3R)
- Wide variety of text types, genres, and subject matters
- High volume of nonfiction excerpts
- High visual vocabulary and illustrative skills support and guided reading
- ESL/ELL tips, practice, and assessment available in The Skilled Reader
- Includes strategies, additional readings with cumulative assessments, combined skills tests, and reading enrichment
- Practice, practice, practice
- Self-guided assessments and progress monitoring
Focus On

Key Ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration and Knowledge of Ideas
Range of Reading/Complexity

Introduces students to the rigors of college-level reading with high school appropriate skills remediation.

• Focuses on building upper-level fluency
• Great supplement for a literature or grammar text
• Organized by reading skills and strategies
• Heavy grammar and vocabulary coverage
• Reading and responding to short selections progresses to more rigorous college text selections
• “Reading Workshop” wraps up chapter instruction with application for speaking, listening, and writing
• A perfect bridge course or college prep selection

Open the door to better reading today!

myreadinglab.com • Login: schooleducator • Passcode: schooleducator1

For samples, product presentations, or more information, visit: PearsonSchool.com/CollegeandCareer

ReadingReadiness or contact your sales representative.

Introduction to College Level Reading